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Sports Are Good 
for Kids

• Kids who participate in physical               
activity and sports:
– Have a decreased risk of obesity 

– Have a decreased risk of diabetes and heart 
disease

– Have improved musculoskeletal development and 
a decreased risk of osteoporosis

– Have less psychological dysfunction

– Lower chance of engaging in high-risk behaviors 
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Sports Are Good for Kids

• Kids who participate in sports:
– Demonstrate better goal setting skills

– Time management

– Emotional control

– Leadership

– Wisdom

– Social Intelligence, cooperation, and self-
exploration

– Better self esteem, less anxiety, decreased 
suicide rate

Problem One

• We seem to have the “Haves” and the 
“Have-nots”

The “Have-nots”

• Over the past three decades,                       
the incidence of childhood                     
obesity has tripled, with one in three children 
now being considered obese

• This decline in physical activity attributed to 
increased car transport, more time in front of 
the screen, and limited access to recess, PE 
programs, and decreased funding for after-
school programs

• African American and Hispanic communities 
are the hardest hit
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The “Haves”

• Athletes who come from medium incomes 
over $70,000 and private insurance are 
more likely to specialize early

• Moreover, these suburbanites who utilize 
private facilities are encouraged to 
participate year-round

And Hence Problem Two

• This environment often fosters the concept 
of Early Sport Specialization

What is Meant by Early Sport 
Specialization?

• Generally we’re talking about a child who 
is junior high age or younger

• Participates in intensive training or 
competition at least 8 months out the year 
in a single sport

• Often to the exclusion of other sports and 
activities
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The Pros

• Coaching and skill instruction

• Improved time management and 
structured use of time

• Talent development  

Stewart and Shroyer 2016                                 

The Cons

• Costs

• Time Demands

• Risk of Injury

• Burnout

• Dependence on Adult leadership

• Increased Stress and Pressure

• Social Isolation

• Lost Childhood

• Premature Identity Foreclosure

Some Truths Based on Research

• Specialization in sport is a by-product of 
the privatization of sports, and changes in 
parenting Coakley 2010

• Children who specialize too early may fail 
to develop a base of strong motor skills 
conducive to later development and 
participation in healthy active lifestyles        

Branta 2010
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• It’s the quality of instruction through good 
coaching – not the quantity – that most 
profoundly influences young athletes 

Brylinski 2010

• Sports psychologists have noted that early 
specialization can lead to burnout, loss of 
motivation, and emotional stress 

Gould 2010

Why Does it Happen?

Privatization of Sport
• We all want to be great parents

• However – more single parent and dual-
income families

• A reduction in quality time has been 
replaced by structured activities outside 
the home
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The Recipe for Change
• Couple that with the increased fear of 

unsupervised play

• The amplified visibility of professional 
athletes

• Decreased funds for public sports and 
other after-school activities

• Has resulted in the            
Institutionalization of                     youth 
Sport

Playgrounds, parks, and public schools have 
been replaced by private clubs and travel 
teams

The Institutions
• Foster athletic elitism

• Early identification and selection of skilled 
players

• With an emphasis on early specialization

• Some of this is fueled by
– Eastern European and                           

Russian practices

– Ericsson’s 10 year/10,000                            
hour rule
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The Clubs Have No:

• No academic gates

• No recruitment or residential guidelines

• No restrictions to season length

• No restrictions on number of games or 
schedule

• Emphasis for the sports experience is now 
measured in terms of improved skills –
especially in relation to the skills of others 
– as opposed to imparting values

• Sports Satisfaction surveys reveal that 
“having fun” is the main reason children 
participate

• However, the parents’                    
perception of why their                         
children like to play                             
sports is to “win”

My Kid is My “Meal Ticket”

• With rising college costs many parents see 
sport as an investment in their child’s 
future

• The concept of college scholarships, and 
even professional careers, becomes a 
primary motivating factor

• The more money invested at an early age 
on travel team, expensive equipment, and 
private lessons should bring an increased 
future return on the investment
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And It’s Also Happy 
Hour for Parents

• Many parents develop strong                         social 
relationships with other parents 

• Like mindsets are reinforced by their parental peers

• Following their child’s team around the country 
becomes a family event, a financial commitment, 
and often, a social obsession – often to the 
detriment of the other siblings and the family as a 
whole

It’s Turned into a Big Business

• Youth sports now account for over $7 billion 
in travel alone – CNBC 2012

• When corporate profits and private club 
survival come together, a potential conflict of 
interest in apparent – and hence the 
“pyramid”

The Pyramid

• Starts with many beginners and low level 
of commitment around the age of 5 or 6

• Around age 8, a more competitive 
environment is born

• By age 12, competitive tournaments and 
extensive travel schedules are often the 
norm

• The older teams are fewer in number and 
more expensive
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Dropout
• Approximately 50% of all kids who 

specialize early drop out of the sport by 
age 14 Woods 2011

• Players who are cut rarely return

• Other interests, injuries, and poor 
coaching behaviors eliminate others

Stewart 2013

The Club’s Solution to the 
Dilemma

• Maintain a high number of younger kiddies

• Maintain high “dues” amongst its younger 
members via longer seasons and more 
games

• Maintain the pressure that your kid will “fall 
behind” if they don’t participate for the 
whole season (fall, winter, spring, 
summer)

And That’s How the Year-
Round Sport was Born
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Let’s Talk About the Reality of 
Scholarship

• Many parents spend more in a year on 
competitive youth sports than scholarship 
athletes receive in a year

• Despite this many parents pressure their 
kids to spend more time on sports than 
academics

Every Kid’s a Winner!
• About 2% of high school seniors receive 

athletic financial assistance

• On average $11,000 per year at D1 
colleges NCAA 2014

• Many sholarships are partial,         
renewable based on                 
performance, grades, or                           
linked to majors

Why Not Shoot for the Moon?

Sport Youth Varsity College Pro % Col/Pro

Basketball 6,231,000 541,130 15,874 440 2.9/0.03

Soccer 5,400,000 330,044 18,221 268 5.7/0.08

Baseball 6,836,000 453,055 25,938 1200 5.6/0.46

Football 2,867,000 1,029,435 57,593 1643 5.8/0.09

NCAA 2004
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Women’s Sports

Sport Youth Varsity College Pro % Col/Pro

Basketball 3,790,000 451,600 14,445 208 3.1/0.02

Soccer 4,190,000 270,273 18,188

Softball 1,339,000 344.414 15,157

NCAA 2004

NCAA Female Athletes

Sport First Age for 
This Sport

% in Other 
Sports

# of Other 
Sports

Age at 
Specialty

Swimming 6 70% 2 10

Diving 7 96% 3 11

Tennis 8 86% 3 11

Golf 9 89% 3 11

Basketball 9 95% 3 13

Volleyball 9 98% 4 14

Track 10 77% 3 14

Injury Facts
• The National Center for Sports Safety 

reports that 3.5 million children age 14 
and younger receive medical care for 
sports injuries

• 2/3 of sports injuries seen in ER’s involve 
children

• 67% of injuries occur                          
during practices 

• 2 billion spent per year

• Risk of injury in sport vs.                       
free play is 2:1
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Young Soccer Players
• We already know that females are at a 2 

to 7 fold increase in risk for ACL injuries

• I have personally seen a trend in my 
practice with more and more junior high 
athletes tearing their ACL’s

Young Pitchers

• The rate of Tommy John Surgery on 
adolescent athletes has increased 20-fold 
over the past two decades

Tommy John
• Refuses to give pitching lessons during 

the winter

• “What parents don’t understand – and 
will never understand – is it makes no 
difference whether you start at 8 or 18.  
I can take a kid who has never pitched 
in his life until 17.  By the time he is 19 
he will throw as well as the kid who 
has been pitching since he was 
8…and with less wear and tear on his 
arm”
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Peyton Manning

• Basketball, baseball, and football were 
always part of his household

• He attributes his early athletic development 
to the “shared family enjoyment of all of 
these sports.”

Michael Jordan
• Michael Jordan’s first love 

was baseball

• He picked up basketball 
as a second sport to follow 
in the footsteps of his 
older brother

• As a sophomore in high 
school, he didn’t make the 
varsity team due to 
“limited skills” and “size”

Abby Wambach

• Starred in basketball in high school

• Did not truly specialize in soccer until her 
freshman year at the University of Florida
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This Year’s NFL Draft

• 30 of the 32 First-round draft picks from 
this year’s NFL draft played multiple sports 
in high school

What does the IOC Say?

• In a consensus statement, they identified 
increased overuse injury rates, burnout, 
eating disorders, and other factors related 
to early youth athletic “talent development”

• They recommended that children 
participate in a wide variety of activities, 
develop a wide range of skills, and avoid 
specialization until at least puberty

Bergeron et al, Br J Sports Med 2015 

What Does AMSSM Say?

• “The benefits of youth sport are often 
negated by an overemphasis on competitive 
success.  This often motivates young 
athletes and their parents to intitiate high-
level training at younger ages leading to 
overuse injuries and burnout.”  

DiFiori et al, Br J Sports Med 2014
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What Does the American 
Academy of Pediatrics Say?

• No specialization in sports before age 12 
to 13

• 1 to 2 days off per week

• Two months of recovery time each year

• Participation in only one team per season

• Limit changes in training volume to 10% 
per week

What Does AOSSM Say?

• Early sport specialization has not been 
shown to be beneficial for high-caliber 
athletic performance at the National Team, 
Olympic or professional levels

• And in fact, may be detrimental

Laprade, Agel, Baker et al, AJSM 2016

Kids Who Specialize Early Need 
to be Closely Monitored

• Kids who participate in more hours per 
week than their age should be monitored 
for burnout, overuse injury, and 
decrements due to overtraining

• Youth who participate in a single sports 
should plan periods of Integrative 
Neuromuscular Training (INT)

Laprade, Agel, Baker et al,                     
AJSM 2016
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AOSSM Has Adopted the Seven 
Postulates of the Developmental Model 

of Sport Participation (DMSP)
1. Early diversification does not hinder elite 

sports participation

2. Early diversification is linked to a longer 
sports career and longer-term 
involvement in sports

3. Early diversification positively affects 
over-all youth development

Cote et al, Int J Sport Exerc Psychol 2009 

Let Kids Be Kids

4.  High amounts of deliberate play builds a        
solid foundation of intrinsic motivation

5.  Deliberate play develops a range of cognitive and 
motor experiences that kids can ultimately apply to 
their sport

6.  Around the age of 13, kids should have the 
opportunity to choose to specialize in their favorite 
sport or continue at the rec level

7.  Around the age of 16, kids finally have the 
physical, mental, cognitive, social, and emotional 
skills to truly specialize

Recommendations for Parents
• Listen to docs like me

• Demand mandatory coach training at all levels

• Demand administrative oversight in private 
clubs (sportsmanship, financial ethics, 
practice/game load)

• Remember that there is no institutional 
memory when it comes to concepts

• Eliminate the “more is better” mentality
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Truths to be Shared                     
by Coaches

• The scarcity and reality of athletic        
scholarships

• The fallacy that more practice, play, and 
specialization is ultimately better in the long haul

• The increased injury rates in year-round single-
sport athletes of all ages

• The burnout rates of young athletes and their 
causes

• The financial stake that clubs have in year-round 
programs

Early Sport Diversification
• Does not hinder later elite athletic activity

• Is linked to longer sports careers

• Allows for a wide array of engaging activities that 
promote positive development

• Feeds into more deliberate play which provides 
foundation for skills that can be applied to future 
primary sports of interest

Cote, Baker, Abernethy 2007

Cote, Lider, Hackforth 2009

When is the Right Time?
• Around junior high age, kids can be given 

the choice to “specialize” or continue on a 
multi-sport track

• Not until late adolescence (around age 
16), have youth truly developed the 
physical, cognitive, social, emotional, and 
physical skills to successfully invest in 
highly specialized training in a single sport

Cote, Baker, Abernethy 2007

Cote, Lider, Hackforth 2009
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My Man!

• Eventually, children will select the sports 
and degree of involvement that is best for 
them.  That practice is by far more 
physically, mentally, and emotionally 
healthy than having parents select the 
sport. 
– Dr. John DiFiori, National Youth Sports Health 

and Safety Institute

And now I have to go home and 
convince my Wife that this is all 

really true
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Thank You


